
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE TOURIST TRIP TO NORTH KOREA

Explore North Korea holidays and discover the best time and places to visit. | There is quite simply nowhere on Earth
like North Korea. Now on its third hereditary.

Therefore you can walk around the area a little more freely than if you are at the Koryo Hotel in the city
centre. A beachside holiday compound with basic but comfortable chalets. Also note that the hour visa is not
valid for train use. Use the local currency at Kwangbok Department Store Only recently opened to tourists in
the last few years, Kwangbok Department Store is the only location in Pyongyang and most of the country
where tourists are permitted to exchange their foreign currency for the local Korean won to spend inside the
store. The mechanism is there â€” it just needs to be implemented. American and Japanese citizens are
currently restricted from taking the train into and out of the DPRK due to poor bilateral relations. No need to
send passport ahead of time, either. View the machinery barn, a local home, and the farm shop to buy some
locally made products. Contact us for recommendations near our office! A 1-hour flight. It does not apply to
border crossings with China. Most of the time this means buses, although tour groups visiting remote sites eg.
Other guides have the ability to speak both Korean and either Mandarin, German, Russian, Japanese, or
Spanish, depending on where you come from. DPRK immigration and customs, meet your Korean guides and
transfer to the city. We can arrange for academic experts in North Korean studies to conduct a 90 minute
academic seminar over Skype. For taking photographs, one needs to exercise restraint, caution and common
sense. Books, magazines and CDs can be confiscated if the content is considered inappropriate, although
customs usually doesn't bother to take English books away if there are no explicit photos depicting politics of
North Korean. Learn[ edit ] Remember that you are one of only a VERY small number of individuals from
outside of the DPRK on the entire face of the planet who is being allowed a glimpse into this closed society!
See[ edit ][ add listing ] All tours are accompanied by a guide from a local state owned travel company not
"minders", and not from the government except in the broadest sense that everyone in the DPRK has on paper
a job at some state-owned institution or another , who will decide what you can and cannot see. Departure
from Pyongyang is Saturday morning, arrival at Moscow is Friday afternoon. Following the death of
American tourist, Otto Warmbier after he was arrested and detained in North Korea, US Secretary of State
Rex Tillerson authorised his department to block Americans from traveling to the country, which already
advised against travel to North Korea. With a range of local products available within three levels of the
supermarket, pharmacy, clothing and homeware departments, the top floor food court has some of our
favourite Korean food available. There is a main building with restaurant, bar, billiards, table-tennis,
bookshop, and Korean karaoke. Cafe car, snacks and water available on train. In a best case scenario, you can
often take pictures without feeling as if you're trying to sneak them by anyone and without pressure capturing
some truly unique images. Please note that whilst you are in North Korea, the prevailing viewpoint places
blame on the Americans for starting the Korean War; disagreeing with this position is likely to cause problems
for both you and your guide particularly as the two Koreas are still technically at war with only a cease-fire
between them. Photography of military personnel is also generally prohibited.


